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MAINE HARRIERS ARE
Rev. John K. Birge To Plead for
I APPEAL FOR MORE
POPULAR VOTE TO
SECOND AT FRANKLIN
Turkey Here Monday and Tuesday
MONEY AROUSES AN
DETERMINE QUEEN
PARK IN HEATED RUN Next Monday and Tuesdas in hour
INDIGENT STUDENT
OF WINTER FROLIC
upon to per fi
since he himself It.*
chapels.

Rev. John Kingsley BOVA% who
Raymond and Hillman Capture had full charge of affairs at the InternaIndividual Honors; Bates
tional College at Smyrna during the
Wins the Meet
awful tragedy of 1922, will speak to the
students here. His primary purpose in
Maine placed second in the New Eng- eiiming to the University of Maine
is to
land intercollegiate cross-country run at visualize for them the horror
of the
Franklin Park November 17; while destruction 01 Smyrna. but
another reaBates with a well balanced team won the si in lip'. his visit is to
give the drive for
race. The individual Iii iii irs went to Maine-in-Turkey funds a real impetus.
iherty of Tufts. Captain Ray- %%lien the Turks
John
took the city from the
mond of Maim- and "Art" Hillman if Maine.
There were eleven colleges entered and
seventy-eight harriers faced the starter.
Frank McGrath. who sent them off on
their long grind. Doherty took the lead
and for the. first mile the harriers were
well bunched; going at a merry clip with
the Maine and Bates harriers up with
the leaders. At the half way mark Doherty had a little advantage of Hillman
while Raymond occupied 7th place. but
was gradually overcoming his opponents.
It was quite evident that Bates was goREV. JOHN K. Buitas
ing to be a contender for first honors as
their men were well up with the first
runners.
Greeks Dr. Birge was among those
Americans who lost much of their perTeam score:
4 6 7 10 18- 45 sonal property and whose lives were
I. Bates College
2. Maine
1 2 15 19 20- 57 threatened. He. however, plunged into
3. Univ. of N. H. 13 16 22 27 35-113 refugee work and with "Commodore"
4. Bowdoin
5 17 32 40 42-136 Jenkins had charge of the American
5. Holy Cross
8 14 26 41 54-143 fleet during the evacuation of Smyrna.
On the two days when Dr. Birge is
6. M. I. T.
9 31 33 37 43-153
to
speak all periods will be shortened
53-156
7. Williams
28
11 25 29
8. Brown
24 38 30 36 45-163 somewhat in order that an hour at least
Boston College
3 21 47 55 58-184 may be given to chapel. He is noted as
Boston University 12 44 49 68 70-243 a speaker and he has an interesting and
thrilling account of the horrors of the
(Continued on Page Two)
destruction of the city in Asia Minor.
He is well acquainted with the work
that the Maine-in-Turkey team. Mr. and
Mr, 1.
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been in Smyrna since 1914. While he
is not now actively engaged in the Turkish program lw will return shortly to
plunge again into the job of teaching the
people there.
A native of Bristol, Conn., Dr. Birge
was graduated from Yale University
and friim Hartford Thisilogical Seminary. lie went to Turkey in 1914 for
work in connection with the International College. Smyrna. and he was appointed head of the Turkish department.
He is an authority on the developments
in missionary work for Moslems, especially in Turkey. He is personally acquainted with many leading Turks, not
only in Smyrna. but in Constantinople,
and is able to co-operate with them in
social and literary work.
At present, Dr. Rime is in constant
touch with tlw Angora government. advising them on hooks of education and
boss' work and social problems.
Probably no living American is more
ciinversant with the Turkish situation of
today than is Dr. Birge. He is greatly
in demand as a speaker. Since his
speaking tours are limited, his intention
is to speak only where the results will
be best and where missionary work in
Turkey will derive most benefit. He is
aware that the funds which were collected last year at the University for
the Students' Friendship Fund have accomplished much good. It is his belief
that the students at Maine will "come
across" creditably when they are asked
to back the Maine-in-Turkey program.
This year it will not be the Studeitt
Friendship fund which benefits from the
drive. Instead the money will be used
to send Lee N'rooman and Mrs. Vrooman
to Turkey to begin the cattmaign of education and social v:,,rk.

Girls Will Display Seven Wonders
in One Booth; Other Features

MAINIAC:GREETS FROSH Cadet Officers Get
AND ROASTS THE PROFS
Their Commissions

The Oracle of the Fenny Carnival
-ays:
"Did you laugh at the Mainiac? Then
you never could stand going to the Penny
Carnival. You'll be overcome with curiosity, doubled up with laughter. and
swamped with new ideas. Why? Just
listen.
"Does your fate interest you? Shakespeare's own Hecate will delve into the
caldron for you. An oracle of Roman
repute will pronounce your destiny and
one of Solomon's beauties will pore over
the lines of your hand as it rests in hers.
"Did you know we have a rogues gallery at Maine? You may be in it. Better see.
"Dr. Chrysler has gone but he left
his pet thirty-foot boa constrictor, and
we're coaxing it into the Carnival.
"Robinson Crusoe's wild woman has
left him to come to Maine. If you doubt
it. come and see her.
"Men! What you have never heard
will be told you in an apartment for
"Gentlemen Only." Girls, don't be
jealous. There is one for "Girls Only"
also.
"The seven wonders of the college
world are being gradually teased into
one booth, which is steeped in novelty.
"We hope you won't be frightened by
the appalling rattle of the living skeleton's fleshless bones. Did you know that
dwarfs existed out of hooks? Well. they

Take-off on "Fight 'em" Rallies Col. Raymond Makes Presentation
and Burlesque on "Campus"
in Chapel Saturday; Badges
Amuses Many
for Sponsors

1

(Continued on Page Two)
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Domino Meets
Si

The first meeting of the I)' mini' Club
this 3-ear was held in Estabrooke Hall,
Wednesday evening. November 14. The
purpose of this meeting was to interest
the freshman girls in the girls' dramatic
society. An interesting program consisted of a reading by Mrs. Ashley and
the presentation of a one-act play called
"The Bear of Bath." Refreshments of
punch and cookie were served. Plans
have already been made for the presentation of "Ctppy Ricks- at the time of
the Carnival.

_

-M-

11w first issue of the Mainiac, the U.
of M. humorous magazine published by
Sigma Delta Chi fraternity, was placed
on sale during the past week.
This. the "Freshman Number." contains a great deal of good( ?) advice and
instruction for the yearling class which.
if closely followed, would undoubtedly
cause serious trouble with the faculty
and the sophs. One article, a "Notice to
Yearlings." demonstrates the proper conduct uuf freshmen at a football rally, and
is certainly very true to lifts as anyone
can testify who has attended a rally this
year. Another sets forth, for the benefit of Freshmen, certain rules of conduct which strike us as leading to a
rather premature graduation.
Still another feature of the magazine
is a parody on the front page of the
Campus. very cleverly arranged. Under
the name of the Maine Crampus, many
choice bits of news are set forth: the
amusing answers found in the psychological test for the faculty; the victory
of the Mount Vernon girls over those
from Balentine in the annual hair-pulling contest ; the sad story of the death
of a Maine student as a result of eating
regularly at the University Store: these
and several others as well would cause
even a hardened 'prof.' to crack a smile.
Besides these features, there are many
original jokes, comic poems, and cartoons. which set forth the many phases
of college life, and prove that there is
still a broad sense of humor at Maine
which needs only to be brought out by
some popular medium such as the Mainiac furnishes. .
The editorial hoard of the Mainiac, or
the "Lunatics," as they call themselves,
is as follows:
Conrad E. Kennison, Editor-in-chief.
John I.. Stevens. Assistant Editor.
(larks E. Johnson, Feature Editor.
W. Wesley Patterson, Exchange Editor.
(Continued on Page Two)

A very interesting event took place in
Chapel last Saturday forenoon when
commissions were presented to the cadet
officers of the R. 0. T. C. unit, and
tokens were given the sponsors of the
regiment. The stage was decorated with
the national colors and the University
flag.
Major G. Barrett Glover presided and
the various departments of the University were represented on the stage by the
Deans and several faculty members. The
commissions were presented by Col.
Raymond, a retired officer of the regular
army. The address of the day was given by Col. Strickland. Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the University.
The band also assisted with several selections.
The sponsors are:
Regimental 511011
Miss Muriel
Sprague.
Sponsor, 1st Battalion, Miss Charlotte
Osgood.
Sponsor. 2nd Battalion, Miss Frances
Brewer.
Sponsor, Co. A, Miss Ruth Rudman.
Sponsor, Co. B. Miss Elizabeth Hunt.
Sponsor, Co. C. Miss Elizabeth Whiteside.
Sponsor. C.,. D. Miss Elizabeth Armstrong.
(Continued on Page Six)
Si -

Denizens of Dormitory
Dissatisfied With Grub
-- -

A meeting of the Dormitory Council
was held in Hannibal Hamlin Hall last
week in which the food question was
discussed. Frederick Youngs, Treasurer
of the University, was present and the
food problem was placed before him. A
committee was appointed to meet Mr.
Youngs in the near future, and through
this committee the matter is to be taken
up more in detail and steps are to be
taken to remove the causes of complaint.

Correspondent Maintains Educa- R. 0. T. C.
Contest Winner Will
tional Work Should Begin
Be Crowned Ruler of Snow
at Home
and Ice
Editor of Campus:
There seems to be an erroneous impression in the minds of the worthy men
and women who are continually sponsoring "drives" oi one sort or another
that college students are overburdened
with money. I have just been reading
without great enthusiasm the announcement that a V. N. C. A. man is coming
here soon to get some money with which
to educate the Turks, -to show them
the way of right living and to bring to
them something in the way of modern
education that will make them better
men and women."
Perhaps I am rather provincial in outlook. but it scents to me that there is
plenty of educational work to be done in
the state of Maine for which University
students might contribute some of their
superfluous cash. The Maine-in-Turkey project reminds me of an old song:
"I am a Sunday School scholar.
I save all my money and all my tin,
To keep the heathen kids from sin."
Prof. Dougall, whom many of us remember pleasantly, had little .use for
missionaries. "Education should begin at
home." he used to say, "We are not
civilized yet by any means. What right
have we to impose our ideas on people
((ontinued on Page Two)

Unique Experiment Being
Tried by Arthur Wilson
Maine k•mties to light as .1w Cellter
a religious experiment unique in the
East, and with only two duplicates in
the Country, as a result of the visit to
Orono of Arthur E. Wilson, U. of M.
'23, of Ashland. Mr. Wilson talked interestingly in the United Parish Church
of the "Aroostook larger Parish." as
the combined religious and social experiment is called. This work has its center in Ashland, but is practically unknown in this section, so that what he
had to say proved a revelation.
Two other young college men are Mr.
Wilson's associates in the work, Wilbur Rull, a graduate of Dartmouth with
Phi Beta Kappa honors, who directs the
work, and Benjamin F. Andrew, a graduate of Dartmouth and of Oberlin.
The four towns of Portage, Masardis,
Oxbow and Ashland, and eight school
districts are included in the 35-mile area
served by these young men. The experiment is under the direction of the
Congregational Home Missionary Society of which Rev. Charles Harbutt of
this City is field secretary, the territory
having been assigned to that organization by the Interchurch World Movement.
The keynote of the work carried on
by these young men is found in Christ's
words "I came that ye might have life,
and that ye might have it more abundantly."
The brand of religion they teach is not
a go-to-church-on-Sunday affair. It is
of the seven-days-a-week variety, and it
links up all the activities of the community with the church, motion pictures,
plays, athletics, everything that enters
into the life of the people old and young.
The experiment is co-operative religion for instance, was started at about
the same time as the experiment in cooperate potato growing which has
gained such headway in Aroostook, and
to prove that there is no division in their
minds between Christianity and agriculture. and that religion and business can
he perfectly fused the directors of the
Aroostook greater parish are backing
with all enthusiasm the potato growing
project.
Mr. Wilson is the son of Rev. Clinton
Wilson of Ortmo. He was president of
last year's senior class at the University
of Maine, was a member of the cross
country team, and had arrangements in
charge last year for the successful convention of preparatory school editors
held at the college.

--m-For the first time in the history of
Maine's Winter Carnivals, a queen is to
lw chosen. Feeling that a carnival cannot be complete without the necessary
feminine ruler, it has been decided to
launch 3 contest at the University for
the main purpose of selecting such a
queen. The R. 0. T. C. Circus is to run
a popularity contest; the most popular
and renowned co-ed is to be crowned as
Queen of the Winter Carnival.
RULES OF TIM CONTEST

A contest naturally entails many rules.
The following code has been drawn up,
and the committee wishes to state that
they will be strictly adhered to.
1. Any woman student in the University is eligible to compete.
2. 1000 votes will be given by the
committee to each name entered.
3. 100 votes will be given with the
sale of each general admission ticket to
the R. 0. T. C. Circus, and coupons
good for ten votes will appear each week
in the Campus.
4. Contest will close at noon, December 6th, 1923.
5. In case of a tic, the winner will be
chosen by the judges according to the
academic standing of the contestants.
6. The winner and her escort will be
given passes to both the Circus and the
Winter Carnival.
7. The winner will lw announced at
the Circus, December 7th.
8. A list showing the standing of the
contestants will be posted daily in Alumni Hall.
9. Ballots will be placed in a box
provided for that purpose in Alumni
Hall.
10. The judges will be Messrs. James
A. Gannett, "Pooch" Donovan. president
of the Intra-Mural A. A., and Col. Patterson of the R. 0. T. C. unit.
THE R. 0. T. C. CIRCUS
The third annual R. 0. T. C. Circus is
to be held December 7. Committees
have been chosen, plans have been made,
and the work is smoothly under way.
The affair will last from three in the
afternoon until one o'clock the following
morning. By special ruling the Faculty
has allowed the dance to continue to the
"Wee sma' hours."
(Continued on Page Two)

Basketball Practise On
With Schedule Arranged
Basketball candidates reported for
practice Tuesday afternoon in answer to
Coach Cuddy Murphy's call for the
1923-24 quintet.
With four regulars of last year's
team, some reserves, and a number of
last year freshman players, a fast team
is expected.
The regulars who are eligible this
year are "Crabby" Newhall, forward:
"Picklcholder" Soderberg. center; Louis
Horsman, left guard; and Captain Olie
Berg, right guard. Henry Small, Woodbury, Carter, and Lake are expected to
make a good showing.
The schedule this year includes several new teams. Yale. Clark, Brown.
Trinity and Holy Cross. It is as follows:
Dec. 7 Portland A. C. at Orono.
Dec. 14 Brown at Providence
Dec. 15 Rhode Island State at Kingston, R. I.
Dec. 17 Pending
(Continued on Page Six '
- -st

Sigma Delta Chi Pledges
Sigma Delta Op, !lie Honorary Journalistic Fraternity, announces the following pledges for the Fall Semester of the
current year:
Gregory Baker '24, John M. Donovan
'24, Frank W. Hussey '25, David C.
Jacobs '25, Stanley B. Hyde '25. Donald
F. Hastings '25 and Anna E. Coburn '25.

111E
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ovinesdays during the collage year by the students of the l'Llveratty
m•

Editor-in Chief

a...M.
,um IV

Edward C Cutting 14

Managing Fdltors
Junior E.1.tor
'24
limier Editor__ d' %Arse, ?enema

CAMPUS

Second at
Popular Vote to Determine Queen Maine Harriers Are
Franklin Park in Rested Run
of Winter Frolic

iliaitte Cattiow
Pubhoned
,.t Mains

MAINE

Cbaries k Johnson '25

Department Editors
Exchange Editor.....-Mleury s. Boynton .24
Gregory Baker '24
Seers Editor
Society Eriltor_________Orace Armstrong 'II
._Stan'ey B. Hyde '25
Athletic Editor
Mary Looms '211
Chapel Edit,.r
Hope Norwood **J.:,
Alumni Editor
Guy Griffin '24
Military Editor
Specials Editor__......Kath'ren Mahoney '25

Reporters
Manitleld Packard '24, Dona'd Hastings '25.
John Ponovsn '13 J hn tevens '24.
'24, ilarry
liel.n May..'IS Aura Coburn '25, Kenneth Stackpole
Donald Penbi
Margaret Ward

Irving Kelley '25,
McManus '26 Frederic .".• . s '25 Kathleen Hunt '26.
16.
Jlii lian&ton '25 Albert Noyes 24. Clarence MacGregor
22 Charles Pales
Puringtou '25, Elwood
Ruth Besse), '24. Thvoat,t, skoltleta '24. Mary Friend '2A, Bernice
Osborne '25
- Business Department
Frani Hussey Ir.
Manager
Delmont Parsons 'MI
Circulation Manager.
Manager
Asst. Circulation
Assistant Business Managers
Arthur Staples '111
Philip Can '26
Donald Trouant 'IS

ontsrosed from
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\-. teatuies i.ie leen ...1.1..1 this
%ear which %ere mt attempted before.
The lac shaws. placed in the chapel.
will open at three o'clock in the. atterla win. ciait owing through until the end
•
the dance. General admissiati tickets
vv ill
•
1 ivy Circus laafarmance paper will lie
held in the ejinttasittin. followed by.
vautlevilk 'acts in the chapel. The dance
will start pratnptly up.iii the clearing of
the Haar a Ina the circus lier li amance.
.\iniaig the many innovations this year
are included a -Trip Through
-Ibs141.' the dig faced buy: and ather
sib 'a•-• that have nit been lumared with
I:,.111:al:CI

flalltuN

as

'.t-t.

Mr

Wit

I ..CI,

Me lice'!C411414:1!".•14 1111
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7.
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9.
111.
11.
12,
13.
14.
15
10.
17,
IS,
19,
211,
21.

At

a recent meeting 4.1 the F..restry
the election of the staff of 'The
Club.
28:40
J. Doherty, Tufts
Forester" took place. Gregory
Maine
2851
II, W. Raymond. Maine
cditor-in-chiei last year, was
'24.
Baker
A. S Hillman. Maine
for niat position. Charles
chosen
again
i, W I-armadal. la.sabn Cal '9:12
25. and Leroy Dawson '25 are'
Moutly
29:13
S. J. Halt. Batea
2t):14 assistant editors. Gilbert Hills '24 is
It. J. Fosti•t.
'9:28 the Art editor. and Frances Wetherbec
F. F. McGitile). Bates
29:42 '20. assistant art editor. Henry Eaton
C. 6. ‘Varel. :Ate,
'9:45 '26 is business tnanager. An assistant
F. Danagliy. hi.ily Cross
29:4 editor and an assistant manager are to
A. F. Fricker, NI. I. -r.
29:51 be appointed later.
. J. Hurley, Bates
"The Maine Forester" is the annual
'9:53
NI. D. Saniard. Williams
of the club and ranks with
publication
29:58
L. B. Stacey, B. U.
papers of other colleges.
forestry
best
29:39 the
M. Snow: N. H. State
paper is presented to
the
of
purpose
The
341:04
Crass
I. Larrive,
attractively bound and
in.
an
public
the
34105
G. te. Patten, Maine
30:06 printed booklet the latest methods of
F. Peaslev, N. H. State30:09 forest management and tire and disease
F. Plaisted,
311:10 prevention. This helps to bridge the gap
F. E. Dora Bates
that sometimes exists between the so
30:13
J. W. Ames, Maine
30:13 1-5 called theoretical and practical men, and
C. E. Hart, Maine
3010 incidentally it increases the prestige of
P. NI. Dillon. Boston Cal
30:23 the farestry departtnent.
K. Clark. N. II, State
A fter the business %vas disposed of,
31128
E. 0. Berg, Maine
the evening was given to a "get-together"
in which talks, smokes, drinks, and eats
featured.
(Continued from Page One)
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to insure publication.
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me.
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Room 1939, 195 Broadway,
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(timely.
in
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erection
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a
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and
he is taking a narraa viewpaint. It d.n.s. indeed, seem ti be a far call from the the Gymnasium-Armory.
presenting
the most poverty stricken apintentiem
1,1 the
of
several
is
the
It
tickets
The
Universit y 4.1 Maine ta Turkey., but when we stop to consider the question broadly are 50 centimes.
recent graduates af the University to pearance. A small incense burner was
us will see the. eeninectian.
the. mast
have a get-together on Friday evening. given to the lady and a Maine seal to the
St
%Ye have heard and read a great deal abuut canditi..vis in Turkey, and we. shall
Nov. 23, to make- plans far aur teams gentleman. A "Tacks" collector added
Appeal
for
More
Money
Arouses
hear mare next week from "Kiiig" itirge. But the thing far us, as _American colrunning
at Van Cartlandt Park an Man- to the iii velty of the party, taxes being
an
"Indigent
Student"
fsu
pt-pit-'.are
students. ta think :amnia IN this. The Tu rki,h and
day.
Nav.
26. We plan te. have a feed collected fur such articles as silk hosiery,
ign.'ranee. They kno w tint
(Continued from Page Otter
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Turks
mug
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generation.
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eif the mare intelligent members al the
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diout
bringing
we
be
shall
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they in turn %%ill help their pee,ple. Nat
Turkey" is very droll.
with us. Anyone interested can get in
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. but 111TH them we. shall
direct relations between Turkish students and oUrNelVt',
Not only is it a presumption on the touch with me or most any of the other were served during intermission,
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part of the Y. M. C. .‘, to assume that boys around here and a good time will
Professor and Mrs. Pollard and Mrs.
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be guaranteed.
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Tau Beta Pi (Engineering): Pins, diAlter metlauls used in the %arious drives to make students eive money.
I am yet to be canvinced that the prop- This still be the first time' that a national
cause
mee
a
renae
s'ide'd int.. two triangles of brown and
!amity
potpie
twat
But it slamlel lie remembered that the
asitiun af educating the Turks is more
wiety stilt have been brought into be- white.
alio spendtheiii st !matey selfishly. If
like Maine-in-Turkey are ..ften the
worthy than the. proposition of educating bug full grown.
Alpha Zeta
at. are in taiaa al making \laine-liaTtirkey a success then there are few of
Mauve
the Yankees. After "digging down" for
The formation of the new fraternity and blue pledge(Agricultural):
ai package's of cigarette's. a p imal
ribbons,
indeed, win. cannot do with out three or flr
tau W 1 memarial fund, for taw own follows a lengthy investigation by the
Kappa Phi Kappa (Educational):
two of candy. ar three or faur trips to the nuaies in order to save the maney to M C.
.\.. for fraternity clues and as- Interfraternity Conference which led it
Green and white ribbons,
support jisessments, for within, fur books from b. the. opinian that far tao
few college
Alpha Chi Sigma (Chemical): Pin
lt will be faund that the successful nail in callege, tile ant.- au call ..tir "Big
Inch I tape to derive some culture, and men ate give- mu the opportunity af fratersupport
with chemical figures engraved on it.
alb,
one
s
the
point
are
Maine
atit
as
men
Katie!
true
to
\len" and ate
I. r countless •it her organizations which ii itslavitatbins were sent to
Phi Kappa Phi (Scholastic): Pledge
such (mist
,the mast ahalealieartedly. These men, although alien waking their
arc indigent wis to the University of must uf the local fraternities in the
cause!. beeall•ie they are
ribbon of black and white with Phi KapC I,. sti in It
aalY litt ungh college of hiring the
Nlaine. I do not feel in) responsibility to ['tuned States al be present at a meeting
pa Phi printed On it.
s of a ny. feeling that
a
unit :wcaue
that is in them, and
o
able to conceive of the g..el
the Turks as keenly as I might. a-l'ag held in conjunction with the annual InPhi Beta Kappa (Arts and Sciences):
it is the "proper thing" to ,iii,
Day •- take my spare change and ii.re'e'd terfraternity (*.Inference for the purpose
No pledge ribbon or pin,
That is the %%ay a.. Wiese- every student sli..u141 ii.. -give intelligently. \\*e. c.nitributions 4If .me' sort
or whither of fin- ming at least lute' new national
i g lit e% ad," but the .ither eat remise the
ha% c little. 11111:11 Ity 1111 the Chrullite
Scabbard and Blade (Military):
f. CC Ole to pad mv espense accimilt fraternity.
withatit thinking. is it' in.
a. be respected.
perseni st ho gut vs
Pledge. riblnin of red, white, and blue.
deplorably.
More than fifty locals have already
Nleist of us kat. but little surplus money, %% Inch mit.t be di\ ided among many
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\\it). is it always "I pen seamen" on Nitmitied their tiit.'tit huh mif heing
present
causes. Common sense %t ill it'll Os to Ilit* the SS 01"111 Call,e• for 'air support.
I:nide-Stick
to
it
! Upward and upcallege students? Why are we. cemstant- fur that pitriww. In addition thirty-two
Nlaine-in-Turkea. at- belie-ea is %earthy.
ward, climb ton!
ly beseeched far muney which has to interfraternit councils are' sending
tutTired German Tuurist-What do you
cc illie' uuit of nur parent!.
dergraduate delegates, anne coming take me
fur, an American dollar?
Education Week
lent patams who lend its funds?
Irani as far as California. A score of
%%hale
Flii• week al N..... 18-24, is at aside: as belticatian Week thraughoin
-McGill Daily
educati irs. among them several
An Indigent Student
college
United States. Its ethical is to further the cause of all hranche, of education.
presidmts, will be present to join in the
\\*e are printing beloa the view af Warren (;. Harding concerning education.
discussa nts al (-allege and
Freaks and Frills for Penny
fraternity
ceni•idereel by eaery one of us.
‘‘,.•
paiblems with the Conference delegates,
Carnival
tiALLYROSS
which will number close to 250.
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'
outinued from Page One)
Imported 111.we Calf
A Plea for Teachers
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"11.ithout eision the- people perish." \Vithout edueatian there- can be little
emi„.rat „i
''Kaiser Ilill w ill atata
$9
e
)f eiltliatioll it ni.is he Said that "It is twice blest : it blessed' hint that
isii ill.
Germany again for ae. have him locked
gives anti him that takea." It will be greatly' uorth tin. effort if ae- can impress up ready for )-1.11 to see Friday evening.
this thought upon the young manhood and wuntanlbent of the. Nation and redirect He may chop %cond. Speaking of monThe National Intercedlegiate
Cross
their interest and patrievtic zeal ta the idea of making a proper contribution to archs, the faculty are by no means left Country Meet will be
held Monday aleducational m.ork. It is regrettable that so few Young awn and %% amen. equipped out of the e'arnival. There is an especial tern.II In, November
26. Van Courtland
for such set-% ice, are nowaday s disposed tel give their time- and talents to teaching. booth just for them and an especial in- Park, New York
City, The Maine
Liltication needs their yelling eagerness, zeal, and enthasiastn.
As good insi,:c as it 1.'01.4
team will leave Saturday to take
itation is hereby extended to them.
part in
There is no school of discipline. more effective that, that in which the teacher
outside: Moor calf the
Ziegfield is coming down from this race. The same team as ran in
the
aestii schoal. \Ve. could ,l4. no greater service than by convincing those young Broadway just to get some helpful hints New Englands
latest creation of the tamus
will take part in this
'qt.; and women St iii' have enjoyed educational opportimitie• that they oat. a rea- for the 1924 Follies. You may have race. namely
Glasgow tannery of W
Capt. Raymond, Ames,
31)1e share of their time. and energies tii teaching.
J Martin matcht
seen something you call dancing but we Berg. Patten. Hillman. Hart and Gem
roles,
I lie strength anel security of the Nation will alaay• rest in the intellIkent hodY have the' genuine technique.
linings, heels and work.
Despite the fact that the Blue
harpeople. Our education shauld implant canceptilias of public duty and private.
"nen. are i great many buzz s‘agons riers were beaten by the
manship that ar not to be
Bates team la•!
braad enaugh to emisage the problems of a greatly distraught world, on the l'amptis but you haven't seen Saturday, it is
betterd anywhere at any
expected that the Maine\len
anything else, men and women need the capacity to see with clear eye Italentine's hame manufactured Ford,
price.
seven will finish away up
front nest
and
.mplate st ith open, unprejudiced mind the issues of these times. Only
"There will be dancing to the strains Monday.
Sturdy, substantial, stylish
thrume,
1,,operly mutivated and generously inspired process of education can if the famous co-ed orchestra. Candy,
The freshman team is going to
-bevy enuf for winter
Ness
this be
-alislied -Warren G. //arefing,
cider, anti ice cream will help to till up York at the same time to take
wear - vet neither clumsy
part in
the Intercollegiate Freshman
the gap between supper and breakfast.
nor uncouth Cross
Mainiac Greets Frosh and Roasts viscr.
"Thursday and Friday will he Tag Country meet. This race is
over a three
AT THE
the Profs
.%titung the c..iitrilnit..rs are :
Days. Tags admitting onc person to the mile course, rather than it five
such
UNIVERSITY
STORE
as
(Coisfaitiel ft pit Page One)
Grant J. \\*heeler. Paul Nlorrill, Aura I Carnival will cost the huge sum of one the varsity races
over. "Art" Hillman
TODAY
-, F. Gilbert
-' I
4 ).1..rtic.
cent. Judging front the excitement and finished 4th in the Freshman
Cuburn. II. L. Flewelling.
Race last
Art Editors.
It is Planned tu publish four more is- mystery the Carnival bids fair to be year. The freshman team will
be Ta)Ralph M. litr
M.inatter, sues during the- pre•ent year: the "Col- I universally attended by faculty and stu- tor. Hutchinson, Clough.
Gardner, TorBentley S. I
rey. Cary, Day or Trask.
deerti•ing lege Cusbans" number in Jattuary: the dents alike."
Taylor and
Swejlphiegeklywailreawk
Manager.
"Crazy" number in February: the "AtliHutchinson who have been pressing
Phila.,. Algoma tee Mail
the
its Dwane street-Nevrvner&l
Ray H. Carter.
Mabel Hall'
t;
23 is the guest of "Peg" varsity runners hard
\tanager. !clic number, in April: and the "Senior"
are expected t,
li award L. Flewc:1;t1,! 1-..,111t) Ail- number in June.
finish up among the leaders.
Harley,
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The University Orchestra
Rehearses Each Week

Plat,s Prom. Tajrkir.
14. Jesus and usher. religious teachBuddha, Mr. Sethi.
IS. Jesus and other rtligifiu, teachers: l'inifsicius. Mr. Liu.
_ Si-17. Personal relations to Jesus: tru'anWeekly rehearsals of Ilk' University
\ series of lectures will he given at
Mg.
Fernald.
XIrs.
C.
\I.
by
orchestra are now being held Thursdas
.. United Parish Church of Orono
.
,
student
evenings under the directif iii id Prof. A.
amities: of the faculty and
Ftik Jill
iiM 51 ‘NI,M1
lie subjects will be on the Life of Jesus.
W. Sprague and Joseph Murray '25. A
Fiesso si
\Ir. Sethi it student who is a native
concert program is being prepared, con-1 India will speak on the relat;sins sit Delivered by the Moses of the Junior cerning which plans will be announced
(lass from the Mount Sinai of the
ksus to Buddha. Aonither student, Mr.
later. Following is the list of candidates:
bakons of Balentine Gym
His a nativesof China, will speak on the
Violin : trace Armstrong. '25 ; Paul
chitin!' of Jesus teachings to those of I. Thou shalt not precede upper class- Atwood. '26: F. R. Ilayhn. '26; J.11.
men under any circumstances Bradstreet, '27; George A. Cary, '27:
f ucius.
whatsoever: neither in entering Elizabeth Collins. '27; R. Cook, '27:
The topic., will be presented in the
sir leaving a room or a street Trygve Ileistad. '26; Gerald J. Erlick.
following order. dates will be given
car, nor in passing a group.
'27: Alice R. Hill. '25; Jay L. Nevelt..
II. Vain shalt rise whenever an up- '24; F. L. Nevells. '25; Mildred Osborne.
The United Parish Church, Orono. Me.
perclas,man enters any room ill '25; Atwoes1 C. Page, '27; Paul Perch.
which thou mayst happen to be. '24; Anthony J. Pannoni. '26; J. Dana
The Mutt Class: Sundays, 12 M
III. Thou shalt scat the head of the Parsons, '27; Kenneth 1.. Proctor, '27;
table when said head is a senior. E. Sawyer, '27; A. F. Stevens. '26;
THE LIFE OF JESUS
IV. Thou shalt pour water ftir all at Wilder C. Stickney, '27; Floyd H.
1. Intrialuctory. The pifint of view.
thy table. Ifs no means complain- Stithan. '27; Joseph Wuraftic. '27.
Rev. C. W. Wilson.
ing when the drink a large
Viola: (lenient Small. '27.
'. Jewish ideas of m e„ia n. wily
quantity of aff oresaid liquid.
Arthur L. Atwood,'27; Harriet
Cello:
.1e,us slid not meet them, Dean J. N. V. Thim shalt pass all things first to
Page. '25; Anna L. Torrens, '27.
I lad.
the head of the table.
Flute: M. S. Bailey, '27.
3. Jesus and current orthodoxy, R. VI. Thou shalt remove and replace
Clarinet: Sanford Chandler, '27; C.
NI. Walkley.
rugs in the reception rooms K. Passmore. '26.
4. Jesus' social teachings, Miss Buwhen such task is necessary.
Trumpet: Roger C. Danforth, '25;C. E.
chan.
VII. Thou shalt serve on telephone Gem. '26.
5. The doctrine of the Kingdom of
duty and on laundry duty.
French Horn: Thomas J. Carlin, '24.
I haven, Prof. J. Ashworth.
VIII Thou shalt not monopolize the Trombone: Joseph M. Murray, '25;W.
o. Jesus and eschatology. Mr. Jordan.
conversation at thy table.
R. Rollins, '26.
7. Jesus as a teacher, Miss Chad- X. Thou shalt go quietly to thy room Piano: Jasper S. Brown. '26.
iurne.
after being hauled out of bed
Professor Sprague urges other players
8. Jesus' trial from a legal point of
in the middle of the night to of stringed instruments to try out for
view, Mr. Toelle.
hear the reading of these rules the orchestra.
9. Jesus in art, Prof. J. H. Huddiland regulations.
Si
ston.
X. Thou shalt gladly run on errands
out: "Tenting tosong
new
a
is
There
10. Jesus in music, Prof. A. W.
and perform any service for an night-in the rear of lialentine."
Sprague.
upper classman at all times.
Why do the freshmen co-eds look
11. Jesus in literature, Prof. H. M.
strange? Because they have not been
Ellis.
Soon the melancholy lives will be wearing their bibs.
12. The healing power of Jesus,
standing in front of the Dean's office to
It is rumored that the death list in
President C. C. Little.
will be Ion&
Psychology
casualties.
recent
the
learn
teach13. Jesus and other religious

Faculty Members Will
Speak on Life of Jesus
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SCRNITHD5I TIM' I
Another tiff dual season has passed into hisaffrs and despite the fact that the
Blue team is not the Maine State.ChamPion. there is no doubt that it has been
of the nif ist successful seasons in
cars. Playing only tuff games at home.
\Line lost . but three games out of the
eight. At Burlington. the team lost Ifs
onlf one point against the' University of
Vermont. The next week they held the
IM overful Dartmouth team to only fine
the Hanfiver field. The
tonclahiwn
games lost by one touchdown at
Waterville. was a hard fought game in
which Maine out-played Colby in all but
the first quarter.
Our wins on the other hand were decisive. The Maine team defeated Rhode
Island at Orono by two touchdowns and
then went down to Connecticut where
she pinned a seven to Mithing defeat on
the Connecticut Aggies. In the Bates.
Rowdoin and New Hampshire games.
the Blue and 1:1ne were going at top
speed. At Lewiston the boys brought
home the bacon to the tune of 12-7. The
B.iwiloin game was the sweetest contest
that those interested in the University
have witnessed for some time. 28-6, it
was a complete and awful slaughter despite the gameness of the Bowdoin players. The If Mowing week the Maine
eleven went to Portland where the University of New Hampshire bowed before
their mighty onslaught.
Maine was fortunate in has ing a veteran backfield, undoubtedly the best in
the state. Captain Henry Small, always
a star and paying his last year of football, led his eleven with brilliant and
powerful football so consistently that it
came to be taken for granted. His punting. his passing, his tackling, and above
all his speedy, spinning. twisting running make him the premier halfback of
the state.
Jimmy Blair, playing the other halfback, had his best season since coming
to Maine.. A fighting halfback all the
way, he got away for long gains in a
number of the games.
George Grulus playing fullback, had
his third season as a dependable player
both on the defense and on the offense.
His specialty, aside from stopping the
rushes thru the line, was carrying the
ball for steady plunges thru the line or
over it.
"Speed" Merritt, calling signals for the
Blue eleven, had a fine season. His
brainy leadership and long gains were an
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"Give me a log with Mark Hopkins at one end
of it and myself at the other," said, in effect,
President Garfield, "and I would not %%wit a
better college."
But if Mark Hopkins was an inspired teacher,it
isjust as true thatJames A.(;airfield was an inspiring student.
Sometimes Garfield's praise of his professor is
quoted in disparagement of present day faculties
-the assumption being that we as listeners are
sympathetic, all t hat we ought to be-and that
it is the teacher \di° has lost his vision.
Is this often the case?
It is the recollection of one graduate at least
that he did not give his professors a chance. Cold to
their enthusiasms, he was prone to regard those
men more in the light of animated text-books
than as human beings able and eager to expound
their art or to go beyond it into the realm of his
own personal problems.
This is a man to num proposition. Each has to go
tall'way. Remember,there are two endsto thelog.
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Even tho the game is won or lost by
the playing, the coaches can make or
break a team. To Coaches Brice and
Murphy go the credit for turtling out
as powerful a football eleven as has represented the University for some time.

They are the Maine traditions,
Passed down from year to year,
And freshies must obey them,
Or live in mortal fear.

The juniors to the Freshmen
We freshmen are an awful bunch.
This class of Twenty-seven,
If we don't mend our wicked ways.
We'll never get to Heaven.
The juniors think so, anyway,
Our "sister class," you see,
And so they tell us what to do,
So "sister lovingly."
We must pour all the water,
The rugs we must spread down,
Must not precede upper classmen,
Either here or out of town.

10

her 33 of a seriei

And these we're not obeying,
Si, the juniors, blessed dears!
Although they are disgusted,
Pity our tender years,
Warn us of our backslidings,
Tell us we mustn't doubt
rhat the sophomores will get us.
"If we don't watch out!"
Signed
E. P.
Instructor: "What can you tell us
about the Renaissance?"
Student: "Eh? I just went over it
lightly."
Instructor: "Well, please bear more
heavily on it next time."

VOTES

10

R. 0. T. C. CIRCUS POPULARITY CONTEST
This coupon is good for 10 votes if properly' filled out and
deposited in the box in Alunmi Hall by noon, December 6th.
1923.
(Print name of candidate)
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Maine
Opponents

Must open doors for seniors,
For juniors, too, of course;
And this is where they get these rules,
This, then, is their source:

Wherever people look to electricity for the
comforts owl conveniences oflife today, the
Western Elet tric Company offers a service as
broad as the Junctions of electricity itself.

3

Total points Touchdowns

Must seat the head of the table,
(Guess the seniors must be weak,)
Mustn't monopolize conversation,
In fact, should hardly speak.

Icational):
al):

.
important factor in the Maine %s in,
The Maine line was very strong this
sear. Newhall and Taylor, playing end.
were good in both the offense and the
defense, suing up the plays early and
teaming well with the tackles. Lunge
and Frazer were two supreme tackles.
Frazer was usually the first maw thru
the line and down on the hacktield.
Lunge. no less powerful on hi, side of
the line, stopped play after play. Lunge
has been playing football four years and
led the team his third. Frazer is a
sophomore and, as he is available for
two years more, is likely to become the
greatest tackle Maine ever produced.
Jackson and Littlefield, playing guard
position, did a lot to make the Maine
line impregnable. Gentile, the stocky
little center, playing his first season, held
the center of the line in veteran style.
The work of a line is not in the least
spectacular, but it is this part of the
eleven which takes the pounding and
stands the brunt of the attack during the
defense, and breaks open the holes during the offense. The way the Maine line
held and the way holes were opened in
the opponents' line for long gains, shows
that our line was playing very efficiently.
In the backfield: Repscha, Jordan.
Cutts and Ward replaced the backfield
men already mentioned and earned their
letters. Repscha and Jordan played for
Gruhn and Blair respectively in a majority of the games. Jordan graduates
this year and Repscha is a Junior. Cutts
and \Vard replaced Merritt and proved
themselves very capable. Both men will
be available to fill the quarterback berth
next year in tiptop shape.
"Bill" Elliott gave Newhall a run for
his money in the left end position and
won his M. "Fat" Campbell, playing
guard. won his letter for the second
time. He and Jackson alternated in the
left guard position.
Maine had a heavy schedule this year
and yet points show Maine far superior
to her opponents.
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New University Club Is
Open To 5000 Graduates

The Maine men who attended the
-K. 0. T. C. camp at Devens this sum1 In New University Club of Itoston
tner were organized with men from New
Hampshire State and Boston Univer- IS soon to take it, place among the
sity- into the Second Platoon which was other large clubs of .kmerica. The
more commonly known as "The Rise Campus has received a letter in regard to
and Shiners." They received this name the 'proposed society from the chairfrom their n.p-sergeant "Mac" McDon- man of the membership committee. statald who %%as alwajs the first to rise in ing the plans which are well underway.
the morning and make his early daily The University of Maine representative
tour of the barracks. entreating and de- i• Wallace F.. Crowley. 21) Pemberton
manding that every man immediately Sq.. Boston. Mass.
The club building is to be located in
"Rise and Shine." Although "Mac" was
a source of dread. humor and respect to Bosom at the 1:01113er of Trinity Place
every man in the platoon, he was consid- and Stuart Street. The land. building.
and equipment is to cost about $1.800Amiti.
ered the best top-sergeant in the army.
One 1,1 "Mac's" pet peculiarities was Membership is to be limited to 50110 colstarting M.anlay morning to deprive his lege and university graduates, non-gradmen of their week end passes. By Satur- uates of two years' attendance, and
day CVCry man in the barracks would be holders of honorary degrees. Three
eligible for his black list. But when forms of. membership are: Life mempasses were asked for, "Mac" would bership. costing 10(X) dollars, Senior
membership for 1(10 dollars. and junior
usually **come across."
111'e must nut forget to mention the membership. also costing 100 d•illars.
seven Maine men who helped to make The dI1111141 dues are as follows: Life
up the Third Platoon or "The Fighting members shall pay no annual dues until
Third." The lighting spirit of these their certificate has been retired. Senior
men was best shown in the mess hall members shall pay fifty dollars a year.
where they carried many charges and Junior members shall pay sin a sliding
won numerous victories in the great scale determined by the number of
years out of college: $25 for those of
"Battle of Chow."
There were two Maine men in this pla- three years and less, $35 for those from
toon who made names for themselves.
The first is "Mack" Sennett, the country
gentleman who knew nothing about
bathing beauties, and then Muzzy the
regular fellow who was always in a terrible scrape.
The spirit of the men at this summer
camp is well expressed in a few lines
from Robert Service.
buck up and greet 'em, my 'carty,
Shoulder to shoulder—so.
If they arsts us if we was down-'earted
We'll 'owl in their fyces: 'No-o-or"
—
--
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three to six years. and $40 for those
from six to ten yeasts.
Checks for certificate membership
must accompany application idt- ITIvillbership.
They should be made payable
to the First National Bank of Roston.
Members joining after the subscripti4m
boi.k. are clos4-d shall pay ,ati initiation
fee of 100 dollars without rectising au
1,wilcr;Iiip certificate in the building.
TIi5 entire plan of membership i•
presented to be effective only until such
time as the club. '.s bets duly organized.
may adopt other rules and regulati4ms.

— -Christmas. We have had a great many
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recently been awarded a faculty scholarship. During his senior year at Main.
he U,a a member of Phi kappa Phi.
Eo•eland Kenney '22 is now located
I:altimore where he is a food and drill.:
ellemist fur the government.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Henderson Ds.,
Folsom 'IA1 returned for Maine nigho
and the game. bringing with them Hilda
,Hodgdon
Rebecca Hall '23. Frankie Webste!
'2.;. Malik liill '23 Minnie Norrill an
Rachael Corners '22, Peg Blethen '1',
and Ardis Laney '22 were among thos,
who were out the Campus last week-end
- — NI

particular i.lia‘u
%%hid' is national ill it" need, and
significance. The da)• of the week will
la. I.bservcd as 1,11ows: Sunday. Novemlier I8. For (ii d and Cinintry: Monday.
American C.mstitutiiiii
November
Day : Tuesday. N..etiaber 20. Patri.aisiii "RAT" KENNISON ATTENDI tay Weiliwsday. N..vember 21, Sch,
ING SIGMA DELTA CHI
tuil Teacher Day; Thursday, NI.vvittbcr
CONVENTION
22. Illiteracy Ikay: Friday. November
--NI-23. (ibmmunity 1)ay: and Saturday.
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National Education Week
Observed Widely in U. S

ALUMNI NOTES

The schedule as now arranged:
Mr. Seeley
October 4
The Older Theories of Atomic Structure
October 11
Dean Stevens
Radioactivity and the Breaking of Old
Ideas
October 18
Dr. Fitch
X-Rays—Historical
October 25
Dr. Fitch
X-Rays—The Number of Electrons in
the Atomic Shell
November 1
Mr. Downing
Radioactivity and Composition of Nuclei.
Isotopes
November 8
Mr. Bless
Spectroscopy—Historical
November 15
Mr. Bless
The Bohr Theory and Spectral Lines
November 22
Prof. Dawson
The Quantrum Theory
After Thanksgiving the Mathematics
Department will lecture on Astronomy.
taking up Kepler's Laws dealing with the
motion of bodies in space. Dean Stevens
will talk on the theories of Relativity,
and the Application of Relativity to the
theories of Atomic Structure.
The schedule will be completed by
Prof. Brann, who will speak for the Department of Chemistry.
THE DIVINE WISDOM
The infidel Ingersoll once came across
an old negro-scrub-woman reading her
Bible.
"Mary: do you believe all you read
there?" inquired he. "Do you believe
God made man out of dust?"
'Course I does." stoutly declared
Mary.
"But suppose it happened to rain and
there was nothing but mud?" quizzed

the colonel.
"Why, sure," retorted the old mammy.
"de good Lawd den knowed well 'nough
'twas it's' de right time to make dem
lawyers an' infidels."—Selecied.
St

Como,
"Beg pardon." said the registrar, as a
worthy Frosh was registering. "but what
is your name?"
"Name?" answered that worthy, "can't
you sec my signature?"
"I can," replied the registrar, "ant,
that was what aroused my curiosity."
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Faculty Members To Talk
On Theory and Matter
The faculties of the departments of
Physics, Chemistry. Electricity and
Mathematics have combined their efforts
in a course of lectures concerning the
Theories on the Nature of Matter. These
lectures are held each Thursday morning at the third hour in Room 204 Aubert Hall. All students at the university
who can possibly do so, are urged to
attend.

HAVE Y

What Engineering
Owes to the Imagination
From An Argument Over
Watches Came KDKA
in the days when wireB 1.CK
less was just beginning to

summoned to the office of Harry Phillips
Davis. %lee President of the company.

spread. Frank Conrad (now
Assistant Chief Engineer of the
'estinghouse Elmtrie & Manufacturing('ompany)and another
official. happened to compare
watches. to see if it was time to
go back to work. Their watches
differed.

"Frank." said Mr. Davis. "I'm going to
close your radio station.•• His attention had
been at
the night before to a simph.
note in a full-page advertisement, which read,
"Mr. Conrad will send out phonograph music
this evening."

Unable to convimv his friend
that his watch was right, Mr.
Conrad suddenly remembered
that the naval station at Arlington, Va.. had just inaugurated
a system for sending out daily
tittle signals hy radio. Just the thing to prove
his point

You know the rest. In November. 1920,
"KDKA" was formally opened to send out
election returns. It had received lbe first
license b.stlegi by
•
Sam. Today over 500
hroaileasting stations entertain and educate
millions of people each night. a wonderful
result frtoin so insignificant an argument as
one over watelies.

So he built a simple set of receiving apparatus.
- you can imagine what
erected a n aerial, andhappened! He was badly bitten by the radio bug.
After proving to his satisfaction t lie accuracy of his
watch, he started experimenting with the transmission of music by radio, with good success.

an
a

lie began sending out phonograph music front
of some of
his home, and attracted the at
installed
radio
the big department stores, that haul
departments. They in turn, started advertising
\Ir. f'sinra4r. "musical evenings."
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MILITARY NOTES

The annual' fall pledges to Scabbard
and Blade were announced in .Nlilitary
'0. reducing class at Bak-mine?
Chapel Saturday morning. now tin,:
hat really good serenaders tle• Sig - li int irt•il were :
Nils are?
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Ye Economic Guild Meets

•

1

KEEP WARM AND COMFORTABLE AT THE GAMES

—
In a new College Overcoat or Sheeplined Town Ulster
hitntar Usage- w
Ltinstial values at $24.50, $29.50, $34.50, $39.50
ject of a lecture by Prof. C. C. Janzen
F.Xt.HA NuE Sr.. Bisatais
J. WATERMAN CO.
before an assembly of Ve Economic'
Mi4111c.:. Lai get °OHO tel • Li.l Melt and Boys
Guild Tuesday evening. Prof.
111
first explained kinds of maims and organization of a meeting, and then answered
questions concerning many
CAMPBELL'S INC.
140-150 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR. ME.
points of Parliamentary procedure.
The best place to buy your athletic supplies and sporting goods.
The points that had just been disi
:1
were then put to a test by holding a
"A Safe Place to Trade."
mock business meeting. Bruce DavenMake our store your Bangor Headquarters.
You will be most welcome.
port svas elected chairman. Motions and
amendments, privileged motions, points
of order and objections were proposed
with such rapidity that. alibi) the chair •
man did valiantly, business was suShi in
AVt1/1.11V!..; S
•
4.1.X0.)
•uch a jumble that it was found necessary to lay all the former motions on the
3111Vd '3 CIalL3
table until the proper Parliamentary
"it.. I
II!"
11`1%!n
:10 :43S—sstI )t.Kl iiL .'o; `I"
Usage could be determined.
tozeu APPS 00'9$ u 33113
"Alla)" George and "Hot" Ayer then
filled the chair in succession, until
"Mister" Ashworth moved that the
members adjourn tii their respective residences and study economics for two
hours. The motion was lost for want
of a second, but a motion for adjournment which followed immediately, was
passed and executed.
tht

sub
.

Mary Friend and Alice Keene were
entertained at the University Inn Sunday
night by Miss Chadbourne.

•••••••••

O one ever
gets tired of
Melachrinos—
their unfailing
quality is a constantsatisfaction.

N

$1,500.00
in cash prizes
Your chance to prove
you can write good Ads

ORIGINAL

MELACHRINO
"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"

The Postum Cereal Company offers $1,500.00
in cash prizes—for the Best Ads Written for
College Publications by College Students on the
world famous cereal products — Grape - Nuts,
Post Toasties and Post's Bran Flakes.

YOUNGS
26 State St., Bangor. Me
Tile Finest Cigar Sti.i,
in the Country
AGENTS FOR
Keywoodie Pipes
Page & Shaw Candies
and Mfgs. of the

1st Prize - - - $200.00
2nd Prize
- 125.00
3rd Prize - - I
75.00
4th Prize
50.00
will be awarded for the best advertisements
received from all colleges. And in addition
Special Prizes of $25.00 Each
for the Best Ad Received
from Each College

B. C. M. CIGAR

Unruly Hair
Neatly combed. well-kept hair is a
and amid asset.
STACONII1 makes the h r stay combed
in any style you like even after it has
just been washed.
STACONIV.--ase eriginal—has been
used for years by stars of stage and
screen—leaders of style. Write today
for tree trial tube.

A Real
Thanksgiving
with
Hart
Schaffner & Marx
OVERCOATS

business

Tubes-35c

Jars-75c

on

AKE up your mind to enter this
contest, whether you are taking
an advertising course or not, for here is
a chance which offers substantial cash
prizes for successful effort.
If you are not a student of advertising, remember that there's at least one

M

good ad in every man.
If any ad prepared by you on GrapeNuts, Post . Toasties or Post's Bran
Flakes is adjudged to be the best of all
those received, you will receive $200.00
as first prize. If it is the second best,
you will receive $125.00, or $75.00 if it
is the third best, and $50.00 if it is the

fourth best. And you will enjoy the satisfaction that always goes to the winners of a keen competition.
Remember that you also have an additional opportunity to win one of the
special awards of $25.00 each for the
best ad received from each college.
Before starting to write your ads, ask
the business manager of The Campus
or write us for information regarding
the contest, and literature describing the
products.
The contest closes January 15, 1924
and checks will be mailed to the prize
winners on February 15, 1924.

lntercollegipte Ad-Writing Contest Department
Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

STACOMII—in the black.
; gold package.
For ask at your druggist or is herever
toilet goods are sold.
Standard Laboratories. Inc.
750 St.inford A.en,,e Is An,ii- 4. aIfurnia

Miller 6 Webster
Clothing Co.
Bangor

Send coupon for IFra• Trial Tube.
•IIMIN.0

••••••••••

•.••

Yklig« I
no tree trial

tube.

-

•11,

Nral• Doot

•11116

New line of

A0411•60
"11111

BEN K..SKLAR
No. Mats Sr
OLD TOWN
Am very busy and cannot make trips
but will refund carefare to student customers. Up to date clothes for college
trade.

Banners and Pennants
at

HOULIHAN'S

W. A. MOSHER
The students have been asked to send
ten delegates to the Student Volunteer'
convention to be held in Indianapolis
during the Christmas recess.
The two Christian associations are cooperating on means to send as many delegates as possible. The major portion
of the proceeds from the play "Milestones" is to go for this purpose.
II

Furniture and Hardware
()I<ON(). N1 E.

Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photography

Miss McQueen, president of Alpha BANGOR,
MAINE
Provice of l'i Beta Phi Sorority was a
guest of the Maine Chapter at Balentine
the end of the week.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Cadet Officers Get Their Commissions
(Continued from Page OW
E, Mi•S Madalene Foe:.
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Miss Frances Perkin,
F.
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-Dependable Printers'.
22 *IMF ST.. BANCOK,
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P.itruni/e Our Advertisers

Is
You will need a
New Tux for that
House Party coming off soon.

Why not deposit
a few dollars with
.Thus every week
towards a new
snappy tux. You'll
own it in no time.

I

Basketball Practise on with Schedule Arranged
(Continued from Page One)

All that's between you and
Good Suit of Clothes is

a

Once you have seen and felt yourself
satisfied
in a Monroe Suit you will be
with nothing else

Vale at New t laveti
Clark at ()rim°
Pending
Pending
Univ. iif New
Orono
Tufts at Medford
Feb. 7 M. I. T. at Catnbridge
Univ. of New Hampshire at

Dec. 18
Jan. 4
Jan. P)
Jan. 26
Feb. 1

Feb. 9
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
March I

Goldsmith Bros.
"Toggery Shop
and the best.-Where your dollar buys the nioq

Portland A. C. at Portland
Fitchburg NImmal at Or.iii.
Mass. Aggies at Amherst
Worcester Tech at Worcestei
Trinity at Hartford
Holy Cross at Bangor
I Pending)
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John Spa
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Unticr Nt.w Matmgement

Evnins
Bragg at Hannibal Hamlin

25 Miil Street

Vol X XV

fund. which

Complete Showing of 1923
Fall Suits and Topcoats

Opcn

4._

Bangor, Maine
Thurs. N.,%. 22—Big Special
"THE SILENT COMMAND"
Comedy and News
Fri. Nov. 23—Anna Q. Nilsson
"HE \RTS AFLAME"
Comedy
N.,v. 24—Buck Jones
"BIG DAN"
Cinnedy

Mon. Nov. 26—Roy Stewart
"BURN I NG WOODS"
Comedy
Tues. Nov. 27
Richard Barthelmess
"FURY"
Wed. Nov. 28—Helen Jerome Eddy
"AN 01.1) SWEETHEART OF
MINE"

College of Agriculture

College of Arts and Sciences
College of Technology
For catalog address
PRESIDENT CLARENCE COOK LITTLE
Orono, Maine
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GEORGE A. KING
King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall
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